2019 Creative Design Awards - Undergraduate
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design - Undergraduate

Nostalgia

Qiyai Xiong
Mentor: Ling Zhang
Iowa State University
Claire Shaeffer Award for Outstanding Marketable Design – Undergraduate

The Resurrection

Mayra Yanez
Mentor: Hae Jin Gam
University of North Texas
ESRAP Award for Sustainable Design – Undergraduate

Yaquut Modernistic Dress

Kawthar Alibrahim
Mentor: Sonia Meyer
University of Idaho
2019 Creative Design Awards - Graduate
Futureism meets Sustainability: Exploring Underutilized Materials and Silhouette

Bingyue Wei
Mentor: Ellen McKinney
Iowa State University
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design – Graduate

Distortion

Li Jiang
Mentor: Ling Zhang
Central Michigan University
ESRAPH Award for Sustainable Design – Graduate

Altered

Megan Romans
Mentor:
Iowa State University
French European Inc. Innovative Design Award – Third Place

Design Development of a Visual and Tactile Garment Therapy for Children with Autism

Haobo Zhang
Mentor: Kelly Cobb
University of Delaware
French European Inc. Innovative Design Award – Second Place

Out There Barkley

Chrissy Bettencourt
Mentor: Susan Sokolowski
University of Oregon
French European Inc. Innovative Design Award – First Place

Hijabi Runner Recreational Apparel for Muslin Women

Jessi Silbert
Mentor: Susan Sokolowski
University of Oregon
ITAA Award for Creative and Innovative Employment of Techniques – Graduate

Just Go Cerebral Palsy Race Day
Tights and Arm Sleeves

Nate Roese
Mentor: Susan Sokolowski
University of Oregon
ITAA Award for Innovative Design Scholarship – Graduate

Hijabi Runner Recreational Apparel for Muslin Women

Jessi Silbert
Mentor: Susan Sokolowski
University of Oregon
2019 Creative Design Awards – Professional
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design - Professional

Lenticular Flow

Chanjuan Chen, Kent State University
Kyung-Hee Choi, Hansung University
Sandra Hutton Award for Excellence in Fiber Arts

Indigo Lantern

Eunyoung Yang, Meredith College
ESRAP Award for Sustainable Design-Professional

Adoptive Active- Embedding inclusion into Activewear

Kristen Morris, Colorado State University
Claire Shaeffer Award for Outstanding Marketable Design – Professional

Transformable Blossom

Chanjuan Chen
Kent State University
ITAA Award for
Creative and Innovative
Employment of Technique

The Beauty of Harm Modern Harmony “Jogakbo”

Jaeyoon Jeong,
Drexel University
ITAA Award for Innovative Design Scholarship

The Soundless Outcry

Su Kyoung An, Central Michigan University